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Abstract
In this paper we consider the problem of minimizing a strictly convex, possibly
nondifferentiable cost subject to linear inequality constraints. We consider a dual coordinate
ascent method that uses inexact line search and essentially cyclic order of coordinate relaxation.
We show, under very weak conditions, that this method generates a sequence of primal vectors
converging to the optimal primal solution. Under an additional regularity assumption, and
assuming the domain of the cost function is polyhedral, we show that a related sequence of dual
vectors converges in cost to the optimal cost. Alternately, we show that if the constraint set has
an interior point in the domain of the cost function then this sequence of dual vectors is
bounded and each of its limit point(s) is an optimal dual solution. We also show, for the special
case where the cost function is strongly convex, that the order in which the coordinates are
relaxed may become gradually asynchronous. These results extend those in [9] for separable cost
functions but the extension is nontrivial.
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1. Introduction
Consider the following minimization problem
Minimize fx) (P)
subject to Ex 2 b, ()
where f: am -. RU{ + o}, E is a given n x m real matrix and b is a vector in In". In our notation all
vectors are column vectors, and superscript T denotes transpose. We will denote the (i,j)th entry
of E by eij , the effective domain of f by S, i.e.
S = {xl Ax) < + a}
and the constraint set by Q, i.e. Q = x I Ex > b }. Note that S may be any convex set (not
necessarily closed), so arbitrary convex inequality constraints can be embedded into f. We make
the following standing assumptions:
Assumption A: f is strictly convex, lower semicontinuous and continuous within S. Furthermore
the conjugate function of f defined by
(2)
g(t) = sup{ tT, _ f([O I k R m }.
is real valued, i.e. -- < g(t) < + - for all tEf m.
Assumption B: There exists at least one feasible solution for (P), i.e. SnQ * 0.
Assumption A implies (based on Corollary 13.3.1 of [7]) that for every t there is some x with
f(x)< + -o attaining the supremum in (2), and furthermore f(x) -. + -o as Ilxll-* + - (1 I-I denotes the
L2 norm). It follows that the cost function f has bounded level sets. Because f is lower
semicontinuous the level sets are compact. This together with Assumption B and the strict
2convexity of f within S imply that there exists a unique optimal solution to (P) which we denote
X*.
A dual problem for (P), obtained by assigning Lagrange multiplier p. to the ith constraint of
Ex > b, is
Maximize q(p) (D)
subject to p 2 O,
where
~~~~~~~T T T ~~~(3)q(p) = min{ fIx) + p (b-Ex) Ix E R m } = pTb - g(E p).
(D) is a concave program with simple positive orthant constraints. Furthermore, strong duality
holds for (P) and (D), i.e. the optimal value in (P) equals the optimal value in (D). To see this we
denote by F the convex bifunction associated with (P) ([7], pp. 293), i.e.
(Fu)(x) fix) if b-Ex < u,
+ -o otherwise.
According to Theorem 30.4 (i) in [7], (P) and (D) have the same optimal value if F is closed and
convex and (P) has a unique optimal solution. Thus it suffices to show that F is closed, or
equivalently, that the set
{ (x,u,z) I (Fu)(x) < z } = { (x,u,z) I fix) < z and b-Ex -< u }
is closed. This set is the intersection of { (x,u,z) l f(x) < z } with ( (x,u,z) I b-Ex s u }, each of which
is closed, so it is also closed ({ (x,u,z) I f(x) < z } is closed because f is lower semicontinuous).
Since g is real valued and f is strictly convex, g and q are continuously differentiable (cf. [7]
Theorem 26.3). Using the chain rule, we obtain the gradient of q at p to be
Vq(p) = b -Ex,
where
(4a)
x = Vg(Erp) = arg sup { pTE[-f(Q IER m }. (4a)
Note from (4a) that x is also the unique vector satisfying
E~pT f Ox),(4b)
E p E a8fx),
3where af(x) is the subdifferential of f at x. For convenience we will denote Vq(p) by d(p) and its
ith coordinate by d,(p). It can be seen that d,(p) is continuous, real valued and nonincreasing in pr.
Differentiability of q motivates a coordinate ascent method for solving (D) whereby, given a
dual vector p, a coordinate pi such that aq(p)/ap, > 0 (<O) is chosen and p, is increased
(decreased) in order to increase the dual functional. An important advantage of such a
coordinate relaxation method is its suitability for parallel implementation on problems where f
and E have special structures. As an example, suppose E is sparse and f is quadratic of the form
xTQx + rTx, where r is a vector in Rm and Q is a m x m sparse, symmetric, positive definite matrix,
then two coordinates pi and pj are uncoupled, and can be iterated upon (relaxed) simultaneously
if the (i,j)th entry of EQ-'E T is zero (another example is if f is separable and the (i,j)th entry of EEr is
zero).
Convergence of coordinate ascent methods for maximizing general concave functions are well
studied (see [3], [4], [6], [81, [13], [14]) but convergence typically requires compactness of the level
sets and some form of strict concavity of the objective function, neither of which necessarilly
holds for q(p). We show in Section 3 that, under the standing assumptions, the coordinate ascent
method applied to (D), and using inexact line search and essentially cyclic order of coordinate
relaxation, generates a sequence of primal vectors converging to x'. If S is a polyhedral set and
(P) satisfies a "regular feasibility" condition, then a related sequence of dual costs converges to
the optimal cost. Alternately, if S intersects the interior of Q then the method generates a
bounded sequence of dual vectors, each of whose limit point(s) is an optimal dual solution. We
also show that if f is strongly convex then increasing asynchrony in the order of relaxation is
tolerable. These results represent significant improvements over previous works on convergence
of dual ascent methods for (P). In [1], [2] and [5], f is required to be differentiable, line search is
exact, and only convergence to the optimal primal solution are shown (no result on convergence
to an optimal dual solution). Furthermore, additional restrictive assumptions such as "strong
4zone consistency" are required in [1] and [2], while in [5] f is required to be strongly convex and S
is required to be a polyhedral set. Another paper [16] treats the more special case where f is
quadratic and E is the node-arc incidence matrix for a given directed graph. A convergence
result similar to ours is obtained in [9] for the special case where f is separable and the constraints
are linear equalities, however the analysis used in [9] does not readily extend to our problem.
2. Relaxation Alqorithm
Consider the following coordinate ascent algorithm for (D): We fix a scalar 6 in the interval
(0,1) and, beginning with a nonnegative p, we repeatedly apply the following iteration:
Relaxation Iteration
If di(p) - 0 and pidi(p) = 0 for all i then STOP.
Else
Choose any coordinate ps. Set f = ds(p).
If p = 0 or if f < 0 and ps = 0 then do nothing.
If f > 0 then increase ps until 0 < ds(p) < 63.
If D < 0 and Ps > O then decrease p, until either 0 > ds(p) > 63, p, > O or ds(p) < 68, p, = 0.
We first show that each relaxation iteration is well defined. Denote, for each p and uERn, the
directional derivative of q at p in the direction u by q'(p;u), and let es be the s-th coordinate
vector in Rn. The relaxation iteration is not well defined if for some p and some s we have ds(p) >
0 and there does not exist a A > 0 such that ds(p + Aes) _< 6d5(p). Then we must have
lim inf q'(p+AeS;es) > ds(p) > 0.
Therefore
lim q(p+Aes) = +o,
which in view of the strong duality condition
max{q(p) p > 0 } = min{(x) l Ex - b }
contradicts feasibility of (P) [cf. Assumption B]. It is easily seen that if the iteration stops then
Vg(ETp) and p satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, and are therefore optimal for (P) and (D)
respectively.
We will consider the following assumption regarding the order in which the coordinates are
chosen for relaxation:
Assumption C: There exists constant T for which every coordinate is chosen at least once for
relaxation between iterations r and r + T, for r = 0, 1, 2,...
Assumption C says that the coordinates must be relaxed in an essentially cyclic order. We will
weaken this assumption later.
3. Convergence analysis
Let us denote the price vector generated by the relaxation algorithm at the rth iteration
(r = 0,1,2,...) by pr, and the index of the coordinate relaxed at the rth iteration by sr. To simplify
notation we also denote
tr = E p r, dr = d(pr) and xr = Vg(ETpr).
For each xES and zE , " we denote f'(x;z) the directional derivative of f at x in the direction z. We
will first show that under Assumption C the sequence {x:) converges to x*. Because the proof is
6quite complex, we have broken it into two parts. The first part comprises of the following four
technical lemmas, each of which holds independently of the order of relaxation (these lemmas
will be used again later when we relax Assumption C). The first lemma lower bounds the amount
of dual functional increase per iteration by the corresponding change in the primal vector.
Lemma 1
q(pr+')- q(p r ) xr+l)-Xr)- f'(x;xr ) r0,1,2,... (5)
and
~x*) q~pr) > /Ix*)_/[xr)_~,,r * (6)Ax*) - q(p) x*)- )- f(xr;x* -xr) r=O,1,2,...
Proof: Consider a fixed index r and denote s= sr, a = p r+ 1_pr. From (2), (3) and (4) we have
q(pr) = fixr) + (pr)Tb _ (tr)x r r=O,1,2,...
and therefore
q(p ) -_ q(p) = (p) TExr_
-
(pr)T b-fxr)_ (pr+l)TExr+l+ (pr+l)Tb /xr+l)
=(pr) Exr_ xr)-_ (pr+ aeS) rExr+l+1++ 1)+ (pr+l-pr)Tb
(p ) E(x -x+ 1)-a (eS)TExr + 1 _ xr)+ Axr + 1) + a(e) Tb
A /xr+l ) flxr)(tr)T(xr+l _xr) + (es)T(b_ Exr+ l)
= xr +l) Axr)_(tr)T(xr+ l_x) + ladsr+l .
Thus we obtain
(r+)- q(pr) > Axr+ )_AXr)-_(tr)T(xr+ l_r).
Since [cf. (4b)] tr E df(xr) and by definition
f (xr;xr+l xr) = sup{ rlT(xr + 1_x) I rlE axr) }
we obtain
q(pr+l) q(pr) _ xXr+l1)_xr)_ f>(.r;r+1 r)
Similarly we have (using the fact p' > 0 and x* is feasible for (P))
/fx*) - q(pr) > fix*) - q(pr) + (pr)T(b_ Ex*)
= fx*) - fxr )-(tr)T(x*-Xr) 2 fx*_)- Axr)- f'(xr;x* xr).
Q.E.D.
Lemma 1 allows us to prove the next lemma:
Lemma 2 The sequences {x'} and {f(xr)} are bounded, and every limit point of {x}r is in S.
Proof: We first show that (6) implies that the sequence {x') is bounded. Suppose {x'} is not
bounded. Then there exists subsequence R for which {Ilx'II}rER -+ -+ and lx'r-x*11 > 1 for all rER.
Fix an arbitrary scalar fE (0,1) and let
r = x* + 1(xr_ x*)/ lxr x*11 Vl rER.
The subsequence ({',}rER has the property that
[rES and IItr-x*II11 VrER,
and for 3 sufficiently small f(,t ) is bounded for all rE R (otherwise there exists subsequence R' of R
and {13k}kER' 4, 0 such that {f(x' + p1(x*k-X*)/lIx--x )}kER'- + A, thus contradicting the continuity of
f within S since x* + FP(xk-x*)41xk-x'll converges to x' and is in S for all k such that 3P < 1). Using (6)
and the fact that q(pr) is nondecreasing with r we obtain
xr) Ax*)-_ f,(Xr;X*- Xr) - A V r R,
where we define A = f(x*) -q(p 0). Combining this with the convexity of f yields
flr) Ž> /xr) + f,(xr;kr Xr ) > f(x*)-f'(xr;X* xr)_A+f'(Xr;r-xr) = fAx*) f (Xr;x* r)A
Therefore
(7)
(/r) _- 2*))/13 ±+ / > -f'f(Xr;(x*- _ r)/ ) = -f'(Xr:(X*-r)/ Ilxr-x* II) E rR.
Since the left hand side of (7) has been shown to be bounded for sufficiently small 3>O it follows
there exists constant K > 0 for which
K > -f'(Xr;(X*-Xr)/ llXrx* 11) > (flxr)h-/x*))/llxr-x*Il V rER,
implying
K 2 (/(x*+ .\r)-Ax*) )/Xr V rR,
where we define 'V= IIxr-x*11 and z' = (x'-x')4lx'-x*ll for all rER. Passing into a subsequence if
necessary we will assume {Zr}rER -> Z for some z. Now consider a fixed X > 0 and let ', = x' + Xz'
8for all rE R. Then for all rE R sufficiently large (so A' > .) we have
f(() _ X*) AX*+ Xz') - * + XrZr)-Ax*)*  
( ES, = < _ K,
X X Xr
and
{ <r}rE - x* +Xz.
This together with continuity of f on S imply
Ax* + Xz)) - fi*)
K.
Our choice of X > 0 was arbitrary, so the above inequality holds for all X > 0. This then implies,
in the terminology of [7], that f is not co-finite and therefore (cf. Corollary 13.3.1 in [7] ) g is not
real valued -a contradiction.
We next show that {f(x')) is bounded. If (f(x')} is not bounded then there exists subsequence R
for which {f(x')}rER -* + a. Since {x)}rER is bounded we will assume, passing into a subsequence if
necessary, that {x'}rER converges to some x' which must be different from x* (otherwise because
x*ES it must be {f(xr)}rER -* f(x*) < + o). Fix a scalar f3 > 0 such that 3 < IIx'-x*lI for all rER and
define F', rE R, as above. For each rE R we have, using the convexity of f,
flar) Axr) + (1 - p/ljr - x* ID f'(xr;x* - Xr),
which together with (6) imply
gr > xr ) + (1 -3 /lr-_ x* ID(q(pr) f(xr)) > D f(xr)/lr -x* I11 + (1 - p3/IIxrx* IDq(p).
It follows {f(,)}rER -* + . This then again contradicts the fact that for f3 sufficiently small,
{f(,')}rER is bounded. Finally, since {x'} and {f(x')) are both bounded and the level sets of f are
closed (since f is lower semicontinuous), it follows that every limit point of {x'} is in S. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3 For any y(S, any z such that y + zES, and any sequences {yk}')-y and {Zk}) z such that
ykES and yk + zkES for all k, we have
lim sup { f,(yk;k) } < /'(y;z) (8)i~msup~f'~f (y;z) f'(y;z).
9Proof: To prove (8) we use the proof idea for Theorem 24.5 in [7]. Given any pl>f'(y;z)
(f'(y;z)< + X since f'(y;z)<f(y + z)-f(y)) we have y + AzES for each A>O sufficiently small and
(9)fy + Az) - fly)
*A < p.
Since yk + zkES for all k, we can (by taking X < 1) further assume yk + AZkES for all k. Since
f(yk + Xzk) -, f(y + Az) and f(y') -e f(y) by continuity of f on S, it follows from (9) that, for all k
sufficiently large,
fly + Az )--fyk)
A
Since
/k + )- k)
f'(yk;zr) _< V k ,
it follows
rim sup{f'(yk;zk) } ' 1.
k-. + 0
This holds for any p>f'(y;z) so (8) follows. Q.E.D.
Lemma 4
(12)
lim sup{d r} _< O.
r
r-+ + s





E(x r _ x r+ ) = dr- dr+l > (1-8)e VrER,
so that
l x r - xr+l 1 > (1 -8)/1jEII V rE R.
Since by Lemma 2 {'xT}rER and {x'+ }rER are bounded, further passing into a subsequence if
10
necessary we will assume that {Xr}rER converges to some point x' and {xr'+ -Xr'ER converges to
some nonzero vector z. By Lemma 2, both x' and x' + z are in S. Then using (5), continuity of f on
S and (8) we obtain
lim inf {q(p 1 )- q(pr)} > /x'+z)-/x')- f'(x';z).
r-* +or, rER
Since q(pr) is nondecreasing with r and f is strictly convex (so the right hand side of above is a
positive scalar) it follows that
q(pr) - +co,
contradicting the feasibility of (P). Q.E.D.
We also need the following preliminary result:
Lemma 5 Under Assumption C, if x' is any limit point of {x') then x'f SnQ and there exists a
subsequence R for which
m
{X}'-R x' and b.- e..x.' < 0 Pr = 0 VrER. (13)
rER 1 EJ J
j=l
Proof: First we prove that x' ESn5Q. From the proof of Lemma 4 it can be seen that
xr _ xr+l as r- +. (14)
For a fixed coordinate p., if i = sr then for all k E { r + 1,..., r + T) we have
k-1 m r+T-1
d.k = dr + e..(xh+1 _-x) < dr + M ' lx h+ 1 - xh 
r -- " ---' U J J r
s h=r j=1 s h=r
where M is some constant depending on E only. Since T is a constant by Assumption C, from
(12) and (14) we obtain
lim sup{dk} < 0.
k -i c
Since the choice of i was arbitrary the above inequality holds for all i. Thus every limit point of
(xr} is in Q, which together with Lemma 2 imply that x' ESnQ.
Now we prove (13). Let d=b-Ex'. ByLemma4, wehavedi < Oforali i. Let I={i d i < 0
and assume that I is nonempty (otherwise we are done). Since x' is a limit point of {x'} then
there exists subsequence R' for which {XE}rE R' - x', implying
{dr} , -+ di V iE I.i ER
Further passing into a subsequence if necessary we will assume [cf. (14) so that {d k '-dl) -- 0]
(15)d r+ 1+l < d+ V =O,1,...,T-,VrER', ViEI. (15)I t
Consider a fixed rER' and any iE I. If s = i for some kE [r,r + T-l then by(15) we have
d. < 6d,d 1 < dk
which together with the statement of the relaxation iteration implies
k+l Pi 0.
Since pk+ = pik if sk : i for all k then necessarilly pr+T = O0. By Assumption C, for each i E I, sk = i for
at least one kE[r,r + T-1] so it follows that
r+TPi = 0 ViEr.
Since the choice of rE R was arbitrary we can choose R = { r + TI rE R' } (note that by (14) we have
{Xr}rER - X'). Q.E.D.
The following is our main result for the strictly convex case.
Proposition 1 If Assumption C is satisfied then the following hold:
(a) {xr ) -, x*.
(b) If the closure of S is a polyhedral set, and there exists a closed ball B around x* such that
f'(x;(y-x)/ljy-xll) is bounded for all x, yE BnS then {q(p')} -+ f(x*).
(c) If int(Q)nS = 0 then {p'} is bounded and every one of its limit points is an optimal dual
solution.
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Proof: We first prove (a). Let x' be a limit point of {xr} and let R be a subsequence satisfying
(13). Also denote d = b-Ex' and I = { i l d,<O ). By Lemma 5, x'ESfnQ. Suppose x' ; x* and let z =
x'-x'. Clearly x' + zES and EJ eijzj > 0 for all ifI. The latter implies [cf. (13)]
(pr)T(Ez) = pr ( ez ) 0 VR. (16)
i7! j=l
Using this inquality and the fact tra df(xr), for all r, we have
Tl(Xr;Z) rT rT (17)f'(xr;z) = max { S z I E ,(x r) } 2 (tr)Tz = (p r)(Ez) - 0 V rf R.
Equation (17) and Lemma 3 imply f'(x';z) > 0 from which f(x') < f(x*), contradicting the
hypothesis x' t x* and showing that x' = x*.
Now we prove (b). First we claim that there exists some positive c for which SnB(x*,t) is closed,
where B(x*,c) denotes the closed ball around x* with radius e. To see this let Y denote the
(closure of S)\S. It then suffices to show that YnB(x*,c) = 0 for some positive c. Suppose the
contrary. Then there exists a sequence of points {yk} in Y converging to x*. Consider a fixed k.
Since ykEY there exists a sequence of points {w'(k)} in S converging to yk. Since f is lower
semicontinuous it must be that f(wi(k))-- +a. Therefore there exists integer mk for which
1lwmk(k)-ykl < 1/k and f(wm k(k)) > k. Then {wmk(k)} is a sequence of points in S converging to x*
for which f(wm k(k)) -. + -, contradicting the continuity of f on S since f(x*) < + w.
Since, by assumption, the closure of S is a convex poyhedron and (x r} -> x*, there must exist
some pE(0,e] for which x'-x* E KnB(x*,pI) for all r sufficiently large, where K denotes the convex
tangent cone of S at x*. K is closed since S is closed locally near x* and K is polyhedral since
closure of S is polyhedral. Since x'-x* E K for all r sufficiently large, we can express x'-x* as a
nonnegative combination of the generators of K ([7], § 19), i.e.
xr - x *- rwk bV r sufficiently large,
kEI
where the Xkr"s are nonnegative scalars tending to zero and {wk}k), is some subset of the
generators of K. By passing into a subsequence R if necessary we can assume that {wk),EI form a
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linearly independent set and, for each kEI, Xkr>0 for all rE R. Let W denote the matrix whose
columns are wk, kEI and consider the substitution
r = WTtr h( = W+x  , ) +x)
Then h is strictly convex (since W has full column rank), h has as its tangent cone at 0 the positive
orthant in RII I, and for all rE R
(t ) (xr -x * ) = (1r)T(Xr_- * ) - k (18)
k I
and (cf. [7], Theorem 23.9)
(19)Er ah(Xr). (19)
It follows from (19) that
-h'(Xr;-ek) c< r < h'(Xr;k) V kE, (20)
where ek denotes the kth coordinate vector in I'l. Since Akr>O for all rE R, kEI, and by assumption
-h'(Xr;-ek) and h'(Ar;ek) are bounded V k I,
we obtain from (20) (also using the fact that {Xr}rER - 0)
rim EZrk = 0
r-oo, rER k E I
This together with (18) imply
rim (tr)T(r_-x*) = 0. (21)
r--* , rER
Since {xr}ER -+ x* it follows from (21) and the observation
(x*) - q(pr) = /fx*) - (tr)T x* + (tr)Txr_ f(x r) = (tr)T(xr x*)+ Ax*)--xr) r,
that {f(x*)-q(pr')}rR -* 0. Since q(pr) is nondecreasing with r it follows f(x')-q(pr) -, 0 and (b) is
proven.
Finally we prove (c). The assumption of part (c) shows that the convex program (P) is strictly
consistent (see [7], pp. 300). It follows from Corollary 29.1.5 of [7] that the level sets of the dual
functional q are compact. Since q(p') is nondecreasing with r this implies {p') is bounded. Then
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every limit point of {p t} satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker conditions with x' (since p'r > 0 for all r and
(pr)T(b-Ex') - 0 by (13)). Q.E.D.
Note that the condition in part (b) holds if f is separable and (P) is recularly feasible ([15], Ch.
15
In the remainder of this section we will further assume f is strongly convex, in the sense that
there exist scalars o > 0 and y > 1 such that
fy)-A(x)-f'(x;y-x) > o 1-xllY V x,yE S. (22)
We consider another assumption regarding the order of relaxation that is weaker than
Assumption C. Let { tk } be a sequence satisfying the following condition:
'1 = 0 and k+ = k + bk , k=1,2,...,
where {bk} is any sequence of scalars satisfying
bk > n, k = 1,2,..., and Y1 (23)
k=l k
and p = y-1. The assumption is as follows:
Assumption C': For every positive integer k, every coordinate is chosen at least once for
relaxation between iterations -. + 1 and tk 1
The condition bk > n for all k is required to allow each coordinate to be relaxed at least once
between iterations tk + 1 and Tk., so that Assumption C' can be satisfied. Note that if bk - + o
then the length of the interval [ tk + 1 'k ,1 ] tends to + -o with k. For example, b k= k"Pn gives
one such sequence.
Assumption C' allows the time between successive relaxation of each coordinate to grow,
although not to grow too fast. We will show that most of the conclusions of Proposition 1 hold,
under Assumption C' and (22). These convergence results are of interest since they show that,
for a large class of problems, near cyclical relaxation is not essential for the Gauss-Seidel method
to be convergent. To the best of our knowledge, the only other work treating convergence of
16
the Gauss-Seidel method that do not require cyclical relaxation are [91, [10] and [11] dealing with
the special case of separable costs.
Before proceeding to our main result we need the following lemma:
Lemma 6 If (22) and Assumption C' hold, then there exist a limit point x' of {xr} belonging to
snQ and a subsequence R satisfying
r (24){x }reR-X and bi - e..x.' < 0 =P = 0 Vr R.
j=1
Proof: We first show that a limit point x' ESnQ exists. Since xrES for all r, then (5) and (22) imply
q(pr+l) _ q(pr) > a llx_xr+l r =x0,-1,2,...,
which, when summed over all r, yields
1im q(pr) _ q(p%) 2 o II xr+l xr l,
r--emo r= O
and so it follows
co0
I || xr+1_xrlly < o.(25)
r=O
[Note that (6) and (22) imply
fAx*) -q(pr) 2 (x*) -(xr)-f'(xr;x*-x r) 2 o Ilxr-x* I Y v r, (26)
which together with the fact q(pr) is nondecreasing with r offers a simpler proof that {x') is
bounded.]
Next we show that there exists subsequence H of {1,2,...} for which
h+l (27)
E IIx"r+l-xrll -0 as h-*oo,hEH.
r=Th+l
We will argue by contradiction. Suppose that such a subsequence does not exist. Then there
must exist a positive scalar e and a h* for which
17
TI h+1 (28)
I ,xr+l-xr il 2- e V h - h .
ra=h+ 1
Consider the Holder inequality [12], which says that for any positive integer N and two vectors x
and y in RN
Ix -< 11 X 1pily llq
where 1/p + 1/q = 1 and p>l . If x > 0 and if we let y be the vector with entries all 1 we obtain
that
E x. C |E (x.Pj (q (29)
Applying (29) to the left hand side of (27) with p = y yields
th+l
CY c | E IX hY)Y v 1 :2 h*,
r h+
which implies
000 T h+1 (30)
< 1IE|rE||xrYI= + l xr|
h=h* r=h+l hh +1 l
The leftmost quantity of (30) according to Assumption C' [cf. (23)] is +xQ while the rightmost
quantity of (30) according to (25) is bounded - a clear contradiction.
We also have [cf. Lemma 4]
(31)
lim sup{ d r } < .
r
r- - +a- $
Now, let H be the subsequence for which (27) holds and considered a fixed i. By Assumption C',
p, is chosen to be relaxed in at least one iteration, which we denote by rh, between -h + 1 and
Th+1 forall hH, so it follows
rh-1





d.ih < max { d r= Th+l1 ,Th+1} + M IIxr+ -xr II hEH,
r=Th
where M is some constant depending on E only. Then (27) and (31) imply
lim sup { d } < O.
h -- +o, hEH
Thus every limit point of {xt lh}hEH is in Q, which [cf. Lemma 2] is also in S.
Let x' be such a limit point (so x'ESnQ) and denote d = b-Ex'. Then di < 0 for all i. Let I = { i
di < 0 } and assume that I is nonempty (otherwise we can set R = { -h I hE H } and (24) follows).
Since x' is a limit point of {xr}, there exists subsequence H' of H for which {xtlhEH' -H x', implying
{dih }hEH' di V iEI.
Then taking hE H' sufficiently large we will assume [cf. (27) ]
dr+l < 6d r V r=ah, Ih+ l,...,-1 -1, VhEH', ViEI. (33)
Consider a fixed hE H' and any i EI. If sk = i for some kE [uhh + ,-1] then by (33) we have
d. + l < 8dk,
which together with the statement of the relaxation iteration imply
k+lPi =0.
Since pik+1 = pk if sk i for all k then necessarilly plh +1 = 0. By Assumption C', for each i EI, s k = i for
at least one kE [sh,ah + 7-1] so it follows
Th+lPi = 0 V iEI.
Since the choice of hEH' was arbitrary we can choose R = th+l II hEH' ) (note that by (27) we
have {xr}rER -* x'). Q.E.D.
The following is our main result for the strongly convex case:
Proposition 2 If (22) and Assumption C' are satisfied, then the following hold:
(a) {xr}rER -* x* for some subsequence R.
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(b) If the closure of S is a polyhedral set, and there exists a closed ball B around x' such that
f'(x;(y-x)lly-xll)is bounded for all x, yEBnS then q(p') -. f(x*) and x'-* x'.
(c) If int(Q)nS t 0 then q(p') -_ f(xt), x'-, x*, and {p') is bounded whose each limit point is an
optimal dual solution.
Proof: We prove (a) first. Let x' be a limit point and R be a subsequence satisfying (24). Then by
a proof analogous to that for Proposition 1 (a) (using (24) and Lemma 6 instead of (13) and
Lemma 5) we obtain x' = x' (unlike the proof of Proposition 1 (a) however, this does not imply
xr -_ x*). To prove (b) we use part (a) and an argument analogous to that for Proposition 1 (b) to
conclude that q(p') -, f(x*). Then (26) implies xr _- x'. To prove (c) we first apply the argument
for Proposition 1 (c) to conclude that {p'} is bounded. This implies {pr)rER has a limit point p'
that is an optimal dual solution, where R is the subsequence defined in part (a) (since p'> O for all
rER and {(pr)T (b-Exr)}rER-*O by (24)). Therefore q(p') = f(x*) and q(p:) -, f(x*) (since q(p') is
nondecreasing with r), implying that every limit point of {p'} is an optimal dual soluton. Q.E.D.
The conclusion of Proposition 2 (a) is weaker than that of Proposition 1 (a) since it does not
assert convergence of the entire sequence {x'}.
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